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A Berlin printed circuit board manufacturer adopts a new legal form

Setting the course for the future: CONTAG is now “Aktiengesellschaft”
The CONTAG GmbH, manufacturer for printed cricuit board prototypes, located in Berlin, is now transformed
into CONTAG AG (incorporated company). Due to constant growth, CONTAG broadened its base, gained
additional specialists and adopts its new legal form which is appropriate for the, by now more sophisticated
organizational structure. Capital market and stock dealing does not play a role in this change. CONTAG
remains the known family enterprise with sporty dynamic.
Andreas Contag is CEO of the CONTAG AG and Dr. Frank Raspel is authorized signatory.
The supervisory board consists of concentrated branch- and entrepreneurial know how. Christian Ranzinger is
acknowledged expert in the PCB-branch, Ralf Lang stands for long-term professional handling of finances and
Joachim Protz is accountant and reputable auditor with 20 years of experience.
Especially in the business of prototypes with extremely short delivery time, which is the core competence of
CONTAG, it is highly important that customers can rely on their suppliers. That counts for delivery reliability as
well as for technological capability and trustworthiness. Our customers and business partners will benefit from
the raised stability as well as the long-term ensured know how to accelerate the dynamic progress of
technology and the market during the next years together.
CONTAG in Berlin: the probably fastest PCB producer in Europe sets the course for the future.
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The company
CONTAG produces printed circuit boards with matchless speed and extremely high quality – even in various
special constructions. The company is a well recognized partner in the electronics industry since more than 30
years and has had a turnover of 8,7 million € in 2011. The production takes place in Berlin with 79 employees
working a three-shift operation.
For more information, please visit http://www.contag.de/

